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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

JUL21 1759 7 1779 1777 1759 JUL21 159,50 -1,70 159,50 159,50 161,20

SEP21 1757 -10 1770 1755 1767 SEP21 159,70 -1,65 160,50 159,30 161,35

NOV21 1748 -8 1757 1745 1756 DEC21 162,45 -1,65 163,30 162,05 164,10

JAN22 1731 -5 1737 1729 1736 MAR22 164,90 -1,45 165,85 164,35 166,35
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 1650, 1580, 1560 & 1540
Resistances: 1695, 1770 & 1830

New York ICE:

Supports: 155,50, 151,50, 147,25 & 141,50
Resistances: 161,25, 166,25, 171,50 & 182,00
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last high low

1,1776 1,18139 1,17757

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

Prices paid by U.S. consumers increased in June by more than expected as higher commodity and labor costs associated with the economy’s reopening

continued to fuel inflationary pressures. The CPI jumped 0.9% in June and 5.4% from the same month last year, according to Labor Department data released
Tuesday. Excluding the volatile food and energy components, the so-called core CPI also rose 0.9%, and increased 4.5% from June 2020.

Initial jobless claims declined to a 16-month low of 360,000 in the latest week from 386,000 previously and below consensus forecasts while continuing claims
declined to 3.24mn from 3.37mn the previous week which maintained underlying confidence in the jobs market.

The dollar gradually gained traction during the New York session with the Euro retreating to lows at the 1.1800 level as commodity currencies moved lower.

Brazilian coffee exporters group Cecafé said it's too soon to say if the drought that has hit coffee production this year, and is expected to have a negative impact

on the 2022 crop, will result in shortages for exports. Brazilian crop agency Conab has forecast a decline of as much as 39% in coffee production in 2021, and
some growers have said they're worried about a lack of coffee for export before the start of the 2022 harvest.

Nicolas Rueda, president of Brazil exporters group CeCafé said in conference call with journalists that Brazil coffee inventories bolstered by a record harvest last
year may be sufficient to keep shipments flowing even as this year’s harvest may decline. Rueda said CeCafé is cautious about predicting Brazil coffee exports as

production entered the lower half of a biennial cycle and lower precipitation may reduce production potential.

Brazil Green Coffee Exports Rise Slightly y/y in June. Logistics snags, such as scarcity of containers and available space in container ships, continue to prevent
more volume from being shipped.

Market is expecting price volatility in the next sessions due to frost chances on the next 20th-21st July. According with climate analysts, the front will cause a
drop of the temperatures (Celsius) to single digits, but no frost is expected. This climatic phenomenon was already one of the great villains of Brazilian coffee-

growing for almost a century, causing problems two dozen times, and with devastating losses in the years 1902, 1918, 1975 and 1994. In 1975, the cold
practically eradicated coffee in the state of Parana, at the time one of the largest coffee producers in the country. Currently, Brazilian coffee growing is

distributed in several regions of the country and mostly in areas with less risk of frost, but impacts of the order of only 10% would affect 221,691 hectares.
Despite the frost threat for the Brazil producing areas remains very low, short players in NY terminal were discouraged to add positions end this week before the
weekend as a large high-pressure system is forecasted to cause temperatures to fall Sunday and early next week

The strengthened Brazil’s Real provided initial support to the coffee prices. The currency recovered 2.0 % helped by GDP grow forecast of 5.3 % this year, far

more than previous estimates of 3.5%. International Coffee prices were as well helped by a weak dollar following FED Chair J Powell comments asserting the
FED will continue the monetary support until the recovery of the pandemic is complete.

Business in general remain slow with the COVID-19 situation worsening in 58 out of 63 cities and provinces.

Farmers in the Central Highlands, Vietnam's largest coffee-growing area, sold coffee at 34,600-35,500 Dong ($1.50-$1.54) per kg, down from 34,800-36,200
Dong a week earlier.

Vietnam exported 128,036 tons, equivalent to 2,133,933 bags of coffee in June, slightly lower than the previous month. Accumulatively, the country exported

843,319 tons or 14,055,316 bags for the Jan to June 2021 period, 10.3% lower in volume and 2.6% in value y/y, as per Customs Authority.
Favorable weather conditions remain helping the development of the Coffee plantations in the country.

HCMC, epicenter of the ongoing wave of coronavirus, had set up 266 checkpoints. To get through, passengers must show a certificate provided by employers

proving they are allowed to operate, and a negative coronavirus test result valid within 3 days, and/or other papers establishing a valid reason to travel. Failing
to do so, they can be fined VND1-3 million ($43.38-130.15).

Guatemala exports rose to 490,796 bags in June vs 448,826 bags a year earlier.

The Ugandan Coffee Development Authority UCDA have reported that their country’s coffee exports for the month of June were 197,825 bags or 47.04%

higher than the same month last year, at a total of 618,388 bags, this number proving to be the highest month of coffee exports since 1991. Uganda Robusta
exports registered a 63.89% increase when compared to the same month last year, to total 565,449 bags, whereas Arabica exports registered a decrease by

29.93% to a total 52,939 bags exported in June this year. The UCDA likewise report that the cumulative exports for the first nine months of the October 2020 to
September 2021 coffee year are 718,348 bags or 18.95% higher than the same period in the previous year, at a total of 4,509,437 bags.

Ethiopia - Export data for financial year 1st July 2020 to 30th June 2021 was released this week. It showed total coffee exports from the country at 248,311
tons with a total value of just over US$907 million, compared to 270,852 tons / US$854 million in the previous financial year.

India - Total permits issued for Coffee exports from 1st Jan 2021 until 12th Jul 2021 was about 11.01% higher compared to same period in 2020. Local trade

remained slow with lower demand. YTD Monsoon rains remain below normal. India has administered 376 million covid vaccination doses to date and are
currently progressing at an approximate pace of 4 million doses per day.

Nespresso voted world’s most sustainable coffee company by the World Finance Magazine. Nespresso currently recycles a third of its capsules and uses coffee

that is 93%sustainable. These are the preliminary result after seven years of The Positive Cup sustainability strategy. In addition to using certified sustainable
coffee, the project also includes reducing carbon emissions and recycling the capsules. Overall, Nespresso has reduced its carbon footprint by 24% compared to

2009.

Segafredo Zanetti is the leading brand in Germany in terms of number of cafes for the second consecutive year, with 327 coffee bars across the Country,

according to the coffee bars ranking drawn up by German “Foodservice Magazine”, which includes franchise cafeterias and bar concepts. Segafredo continues to
hold a leading position in such an important market, in spite of the pandemic impact across the whole sector.

The Certified washed Arabica coffee stocks held against the New York exchange were seen to increase by 3,498 bags end this week, to register these

stocks at 2,181,586 bags.

GCA Inventories fell to 5,779,641 bags as of end June, down 0.6% m/m and down 18.2% y/y.
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This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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